Abstract: Finite element analysis (FEA) is a robust and widely exploited 20th-century approach to the computational approximation of partial differential equations, particularly for continuum mechanics. Geometric morphometrics (GMM), a more recent methodology, blends tools from computer vision and multivariate statistics in a toolkit for pattern analysis of shape variation that has been applied extensively in conjunction with deformable-template methods since 1990, especially within organismal biology and medical imaging. In the absence of any canonical statistical method for finite-element studies, the possibility of a bridge between GMM and FEA is becoming a focus of active concern in several contemporary biosciences. The two existing traditions agree on the centrality of the biharmonic equation but differ in representations of the geometry of space, in many details of boundary condition specification, in the role of the uniform (affine) strains, and in the constraints linking changes of multiple coordinates. This speculative essay reviews some preliminary issues arising in the course of attempts to construct a preliminary synthesis along these lines for application to data sets comprising multiple instances of the same design or Bauplan that can be characterized by variation of a shorter or longer vector of scalar parameters. An approach to this goal is demonstrated according to which the GMM toolkit is represented by a nonstandard version of its sufficient scalar statistic, Procrustes distance, while the FEA domain is represented by a less-familiar summary statistic, the net strain energy stored in the deformed configuration. The approaches are compared by recourse to an ancient example, the Euler-Bernoulli analysis of a cantilevered beam, for which the net strain energy can be computed by a simple geometric analysis of the same parameters that specify the strain being simulated. The finding is rather surprising: for simulations involving constant load at the end of the beam, strain energy and Procrustes distance are exactly proportional. This simplicity argues for the centrality of this pair of scalar summaries over any more extensive multivariate vector representation of the deformations being studied. A concluding comment sketches extensions to other biomathematically relevant scenarios for which analytic solutions can be approximated from the technical literature.
INTRODUCTION
The rationale for this presentation is the potential statistical unification of two biomathematical methodologies, geometric morphometrics (GMM) and finite element analysis (FEA) , that rely on the same partial differential equation (the biharmonic equation). The fusion is intended to further the empirical analysis of data sets that combine these Funding for this work was provided by the University of Vienna. The project here was instigated by an argument arising during the comment period at the meeting "Virtual Anthropology Meets Biometrics" held at the University of Vienna on October 21, 2010, an argument summarized in Weber et al., 2011 . I am grateful to whoever it was who took the side opposite mine in the argument that day. Also, I benefitted greatly from extensive discussions with the members of the just-launched research network Geometry and Simulation directed by Prof. B. Jüttler of the University of Linz, Austria.
two types of computations: for instance, studies of the fracture characteristics of human femurs that differ in their outer shapes and in the patterns of bone density within, and that furthermore are subjected to diverse (simulated) loads. The associated modeling task is thus a combination of statistical and constitutive methods; but there does not at present exist any methodology for the representation of uncertainty in the corresponding empirical pattern analyses. This Mathmod12 presentation will explore the possibility of a coherent methodology of uncertainty by more rigorous representation of the information that the two approaches are jointly processing.
THE TWO METHODS PROPOSED FOR FUSION

Finite element analysis (FEA)
Briefly put, FEA is a numerical technique for finding approximate solutions of partial differential equations. In the applications of interest here, in which the differential equations describe deformations in two or three spatial dimensions, FEA works by (1) discretizing a body under analysis into a finite number of subdomains, (2) expressing the solution of the equation (e.g., shifts of the coordinates of the corners of the subdomains) in terms of a linear algebraic system accommodating continuities and boundary conditions among the subdomains, and (3) solving the resulting system of equations, which is often a very large one. The deformations are construed as if real, capable of validation by appropriate instrumentation. In the example following, we will have no need of FEA software, as the context is one for which there are exact equations; but the closing discussion presumes no such analytic solution, hence reliance on FEA for numerical approximations to strains.
Geometric morphometrics (GMM)
GMM is a praxis for statistical analysis of labelled point locations corresponding to deformable models, likewise in either two or three dimensions. Usually these deformations are unreal -comparisons between two specimens of the same biological species, or young and old of the same organism, or ancestor and descendant separated by up to millions of years of evolutionary time; hence they cannot be verified ("validated") in any material sense. The typical GMM analysis proceeds by (1) erecting a scheme of homologously labelled points (perhaps discrete, perhaps lying on curves or surfaces) on two or more forms, (2) carrying out an appropriate statistical analysis of the locations of these points, and (3) visualizing the statistics by thin-plate spline deformations back in the plane or volume of the original data.
Step 2, the "appropriate statistical analysis," is usually realized as an analysis of the equivalence classes of the digitized data configurations under the operation of either the isometry group or the similarity group. Analyses of the latter form are generally referred to as Procrustes analyses; we shall do so here.
ANALOGIES AND PARALLELS BETWEEN GMM AND FEA
Both domains exploit the biharmonic equation
In FEA, this equation applies either to explicit bending or to various integrals of the deformation such as the Airy function or the Galerkin function. In GMM, the thin-plate splines that are widely used to visualize statistical patterns among forms are themselves explicitly solutions of the same equation, in its role as the minimizer of bending energy (integrated sum of squared second derivatives) among all the functions that interpolate the given discrete data, the landmarks.
Raw data
Both GMM and FEA use data in the form of arbitrarily intricate systems of discrete points on empirical curves or surfaces. To oversimplify, FEA turns observed forces into computed displacements, while GMM turns observed displacements into computed fictitious forces.
Reduction to "distances"
Both GMM and FEA involve the explicit minimization of a positive-definite quadratic form that is called "Procrustes distance" in GMM and "elastic energy" in FEA. These forms are evaluated in the vicinity of the average (GMM) or the equilibrium position (FEA).
Verification is by least squares in observables
In FEA, verification is usually by direct visual matching of physical quantities: perhaps actual shape, perhaps concomitant stress, as in the method of photoelastic imaging. In GMM, verification is by statistical signal analysis separating the observed variation into a meaningfully patterned part together with patternless noise.
Epistemology is boundary-driven
For FEA, this is the condition of "no body forces"; for GMM, the restriction to information arising from embedded submanifolds.
Attention to the extremes of strain
In both domains, GMM and FEA, reports of inhomogeneity of effects often go well as extremes of strain. In FEA, this concern is generally conveyed by the phrase "concentration of stress." The equivalent concern in GMM is for the "creases" where directional strain is a maximum.
CONTRASTS AND DISCREPANCIES THAT MUST BE BRIDGED
Against these six commonalities of GMM and FEA must be set an equally salient range of disagreements and discrepancies.
Compatibility conditions
The thin-plate spline lacks these -they actually represent surfaces in a four-dimensional Euclidean space (for 2D data) or hypersurfaces of dimension 3 in a six-dimensional Euclidean space (for 3D data). The spline thus cannot accurately simulate real bending, but only the variation of the corresponding boundary conditions. The solutions of the same equations that apply in elasticity theory have no such symmetries, but instead enforce compatibility conditions, such as the Saint-Venant conditions, that link displacements in two or three Euclidean dimensions.
Meaning of the uniform component
In GMM, the "uniform component" (affine transformations), which has no bending energy, is the fundamental building block of process-based descriptions. It plays no corresponding role in FEA, as it does not minimize elastic energy over any realistic problem specification.
Information from bounding surfaces
The tracking of points between forms with smooth surfaces is almost completely incompatible between the two approaches. GMM relaxes within the tangent planes of these surfaces, whereas FEA preserves the identity of material points there. FEA can also handle composite volumes combining compartments with different material properties; but GMM has no role for any such properties.
DESIGN OF A LARGER PROJECT
The general task, which is a research programme of substantial scale, is to explore the interrelations of these two analytic methodologies as they apply to the same data resources. Again to oversimplify a bit, GMM represents statistics without realism, whereas FEA represents realism without statistics. Whenever forms are not unique holotypes -when it is organismal form we are studying, or an industrial form produced in indefinitely many copies -there is variation in the finite elements, variation in the loads, variation in the resultant strains, and variation, therefore, in the catastrophes that obtain. In spite of all the difficulties of either approach separately, and in spite of the absence of some crucial tools at the moment (such as an appropriate bridge between elastica-driven and thin-plate-spline-driven relaxations along surfaces), only a fusion of GMM with FEA will be capable of managing these information flows in the interest of the society that is producing the manufactured objects or analyzing the organic forms. One might expect that the necessary syncretic methodology would arise by combination of three thrusts that are already familiar tools of either the GMM community or the FEA community separately.
Distance-distance methods
When fully "lumped," applying to descriptions of deformations as a whole, the GMM analyses and FEA analyses are carried by summary scalars, the corresponding distances, that can be analyzed by canonical multivariate methods for handling multiple distance matrices.
Multiscale and multiregion techniques
GMM embraces several techniques for analysis of shape phenomena at multiple scales, including partial warp analysis (a variant of Fourier decompositions) and intrinsic relative warp analysis (a statistical method for deformations considered against a background of fractal-like noise). Analogously, once weak points of structures (domains likely to fracture, or stress concentrations) have been identified, empirical analysis of FEA computations can be expressed in terms of eigenanalysis of the variations of form there (i.e. Gaussian curvatures and stiffnesses of a plate or shell model) together with variations of load. To the extent that fracture is an essentially local phenomenon, a composite regional analysis relating eigenstates of unloaded form to the corresponding deformations under load should summarize empirical experience in a pattern language applicable to a wide variety of specific applied concerns.
Mathematical modeling at the appropriate scale
Reportage of GMM analysis emphasizes simple patterns of deformation, like the transformation of a square to a kite shape or a trapezoid or the displacement of the center of a square while the corners remain fixed. Empirical patterns can often be reported as superpositions of these elementary configurations. A bridging effort is appropriate to formalize the consequences of pattern variations like these for the corresponding patterns of strain tensors and their maxima upon the loaded prototype. This purpose ought to be achievable by gently linearized perturbation analysis after proper dimensionalization.
AN EXAMPLE WORKED IN DETAIL
An initial example may clarify the nature of the combined methodology that is intended for exploration here. This particular example is chosen to be so simple that no actual finite-element software is required -the necessary strain energy can be computed by ordinary (nondifferential) mechanics.
An old problem
The oldest problem in mathematical elasticity theory is indeed very old: Euler-Bernoulli analysis of the bending of a cantilevered beam in two dimensions. Whenever the beam is of uniform cross-section, in the linearized regime the deformation of this structure under a gravitational load is known exactly from the usual textbook equations.
(So it can also be thought of as the prototype of an isogeometric element, Hughes et al. 2005 , in the sense that according to these equations an exact geometric model of one element is strained into another exact model with different values of the same parameter vector; the beam behaves as "one big finite element.") In this formalism, the neutral filament of the beam bends from a straight line into a gently cubic profile, while cross-sections that were perpendicular to this neutral line remain perpendicular to it, rotating in accordance with rotations of the tangent to that line. We use the Euler-Bernoulli version of these equations, not the Timoshenko version in which there is shear across the neutral line as well as rotation. We will also be assuming there is no resistance to stretching along the axis of the beam. See Figure 1 .
A shortcut to strain energy
When deformations are given in exact algebraic form, whether by standard Euler-Bernoulli theory or some other calculus, the distance measure that is crucial from the GMM point of view (cf. Weber and Bookstein, 2011, Chapter 4 or Bookstein, 2012, Chapter 7) can be computed directly: the Procrustes distance relating any loaded configuration to the equilibrium form. The analogous summary from the point of view of FEA represents the potentially physical mensurand that is the net strain energy of the deformed configuration. In ordinary FEA practice this has to be computed as an integral over all the volume elements of the equilibrium form. For a simulation as simple as this one, however, there is a shortcut taking advantage of the Law of Conservation of Energy. For the end-loaded cantilever, the only source of strain energy is the potential energy lost by the weighted end as it descends. That potential energy is just the product of the weight by the distance it has fallen, which equals the vertical displacement of that unclamped end of the bar. Hence strain energy, like Procrustes distance and morphometric bending energy, is the product of load by a simple geometric function of the final configuration of the cantilever (Figure 1 ). Our task was enormously simplified by not having to compute any explicit tensors.
"Form and function": Procrustes distance and strain energy
For applications to bioscience, we are interested in studying the relation between form and function. Here, that entails an ordination (multidimensional scaling, dissimilarity map) of the bent shapes of the beam and also consideration of the relationship between the two summary scalars as the geometry and the mechanics of the test situation are varied. In this simple configuration, variation of geometry is limited to changes of length and height of the bar, sometimes accompanied by adjustment of the load on the free end. We could vary additional parameters if the analysis were converted to a three-dimensional one, but two geometric parameters, along with load, were sufficient to establish all the points following. I summarize by comparing three specific simulations. In all simulations, the bars ranged over a factor of 2.0 in length and 1.5 in height, with 21 aliquots of each parameter paired in all combinations (thus, 441 distinct computations). In Simulation I, weight was constant at some graphically convenient value, and height did not scale with length. In Simulation II, weight remained constant, but now height scaled with length (i.e. geometric similarity; Galileo's problem). In the final Simulation III, height continued to scale in geometric similarity with length, but now load scaled as the cube of length.
A graphical summary of any of the three simulations looks as in Figure 2 . At left is the superposition of all 441 analyses in a coordinate system for which the neutral line of the original configuration is the horizontal axis. In the applicable affine geometry, the profile of all centerlines is a suitable multiple of the Euler-Bernoulli form-factor x 2 (3l − x) that describes all of these shapes up to an affine transformation. Visible, too, is the evidence of the presumption of negligible strain energy along this neutral axis: lengthwise stretch is ignored. In the central panel of the same figure are the corresponding Procrustes superpositions (see, e.g., Dryden and Mardia, 1998 , for the algebra and geometry of this useful construction). It is clear that the incorporated shape variables are far from linearly distributed separately; shape descriptors for the resulting beams curve over wide ranges of the space here. At right is the relation between the two summary quantities, one from GMM and one from FEA, pertaining to the same simulation, in a log-log plot. They appear to be precisely proportional one to the other. Another customary plot (see the lower row of Figure 3) , the principal component analysis of these scatters, converts the deformations to the scheme of their principal coordinates that hierarchically exhausts the linearized information content of all 82 of the original Cartesian coordinates for any statistical purpose.
For the technical elaboration of this statement, see, again, Weber and Bookstein, 2011.
Results
When weight is held constant, simulations I and II, strain energy scales with wholly unexpected accuracy as the first power of Procrustes distance. When weight (load) varies, as in simulation III, strain energy is proportional to the product of Procrustes distance and that load. This relation is a most unexpected connection between the two measurement domains, GMM and FEA, that surely merits urgent further investigation on the part of both communities. Please note that both distances are measured from the unloaded form. These are thus not the usual Procrustes distances, those taken among diverse versions of the loaded form. Therefore this finding contradicts the examples and the advice of O'Higgins et al., 2011 , or Cox et al., 2011 But the GMM analyses per se do not agree among the simulations. Figure 3 shows the three ordinations of beam shape in the usual graphic, the first two principal coordinates of Procrustes distance. In the completely unscaled analysis, Simulation I, this figure is unreadable as regards the computational experimental design: there is one dominant dimension of the variation of these deformed beams, essentially the amplitude of that central profile of bending. To either Simulation II or Simulation III, with the beam's aspect ratio held to a consistent range, there corresponds a shape ordination that is now fully two-dimensional, but it is different for the two computational settings (weight constant or weight scaling with the implied mass of the beam). The function relating the full set of shape coordinates to strain energy is completely different across these three cases; but the function relating Procrustes distance to strain energy is always the same. This finding is completely obscured in the analysis of the deformed configurations per se.
NEXT STEPS
Recourse to the Law of Conservation of Energy will rarely be as helpful as it was here. In nearly any other simulation of a physical setting, ascertaining strain energy requires integrating over a functional of the local strain tensors, meaning, in practice, a summation over some finiteelement scheme. Presuming access to an accurate FEM engine, a range of analytical geometric models suggest themselves as modifications in the direction of increased realism. Any such successor scheme must be governed, like this one was, by systematic variation of its parameters followed by multivariate analysis of the same pair of positive-definite summaries.
That, at least for these Euler-Bernoulli cantilevers, strain energy is proportional to Procrustes distance times load, seems like an extraordinarily useful potential insight into the algebraic-geometric ties between the GMM and FEA domains. I am aware of no theorem that strain energy will continue in exact proportion to Procrustes distance whenever load is constant, but the expectation might serve quite usefully as a working conjecture. More complicated schemes than the cantilevered beam might be designed with an eye toward the intuitive understanding of phenomena in particular sciences of application. For instance, the successful mathematical modeling of the bending of a thin-walled circular cylinder (Brazier, 1927; Gellin et al., 1980) might be interpreted in the context of the equine cannon bone or the hominoid tibia. Even better would be a representation that connects the end-plates by a hyperboloid of one sheet, thickened to a shell, instead of the cylinder. Such analyses will preserve the same summary scalars (distance measures) as in the present example, but will involve a higher-dimensional vector of parameters specifying variations of form. The proportionality of Procrustes distance and strain energy we have found in the simple cantilever could well persist through some of these more complicated computational designs. Almost certainly the exploration of a scheme like this would require state-of-the-art (thin-shell) FEM software, not, as here, exact analytic expressions. Deformations that are less smooth (for instance, that involve sharply local bending, or even buckling) will need to be described by another GMM scalar, the bending energy, as well as its standard shape distance. The combination of the two may lead to a good preliminary method for applied statistical analysis of finite-element computations under conditions of data variability, a problem for which there seems to be no standard method at present. 
